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Membership Information
Moving?? Send us a postcard with your new address, postal code and telephone
number. We do not track members who have moved. No attempt will be made to
contact you if your address has changed.
Mail Membership Application or New Address Card to:
The Rover-Landers of BC
PO BOX 37102 North Vancouver BC, V7N 4M0

Stories & Photographs Wanted
We need your articles and photographs for the newsletter. Please continue to write
to us about your Land Rover experiences, technical tips, or other information on
Land Rovers and well put them in print. Or send us pictures of your Land Rover
in action for the uncoming Readers Rides section. If you have any questions to
ask we will do our best to answer them. Comments are also encouraged. We
want to know how to improve the newsletter.

Rover-Landers Online
The Rover-Landers of BC has an Internet home page. Visit our site at
<http://www.roverlanders.bc.ca>.
Internet services provided by ICS ( Imaginative Computer Solutions), North
Vancouver.

Cover Picture
John Davies Series I 86 Land Rover. (Photo: Linsey Davies)

50 YEARS OF LAND ROVER 1948-1998

Calendar of Land Rover Events
Rover-Landers Events

Rover-Landers Meeting
Tuesday June 9, 1998 - 7:00PM
Bonsor Recreation Complex (behind Metrotown), Burnaby

Social Nights
Second Tuesday of the month. - 8:00PM
(March 10, April 14, and May 12, 1998.)
Black Bear, Lynn Valley Centre, North Vancouver

Discussion of club activities and affairs.
Founders Day 1998
Mid November 1998
Location to be announced

Come and socialize with other Land Rover owners about anything Land Rover. Plenty of parking available.
Contact: Don MacDonald (604) 988-7031 - don@direct.ca

The annual club birthday party with all types of Land Rovers on
display, prize draws, parts swap, scale models and videos. Plans
are underway to make this public event the biggest & best ever.

Snowflake Chase 1998
Saturday February 28, 1998 - 9:30AM
Blue Mountain - Maple Ridge, BC

Annual General Meeting 1998
Late-November, 1998
Bonsor Recreation Complex, Burnaby

Come kick off the 50th year with the Rover-Landers of BC on
the Snowflake Chase 98. Plan for snow conditions. Light offroading with the occasional side trail where you can watch or
test your skills. Meet at the Husky station in Maple Ridge at
240th and Dewdney Trunk Road. Non-member Land Rovers
may come as guests. Waiver forms must be signed by all.

Discussion of club affairs & election of staff for the coming year.

Other Land Rover Events
Okanagan Social - Lunch
Saturday March 14, 1998 - 12:00PM

Participants must register by February 25th by contacting:
John Parsons (604) 534-8940 - johnpar@cirgraph.com or
Karl Nylund (604) 864-2078

Cruisers Restaurant, 2050 Harvey Avenue, Kelowna, BC
South of Orchard Park Mall. Lunch, Socializing & Driving.

North Shore Search and Rescue Info Session
Wednesday March 18, 1998 - 7:00PM
Bonsor Recreation Complex (behind Metrotown), Burnaby

Contact: Bruce Goett - BGoett@WStar.com
VanDusen Gardens All British Field Meet
Saturday May 16, 1998 - 10:00AM-4:00PM
VanDusen Botanical Garden, 37th & Oak. Vancouver, BC
Cost: Display Entrants $25.00. Tickets $5.00 at the door.

Are you prepared to survive outdoors? Find out at this information session. Instructed by NSSRs Dave Brewer.
Attendees must contact: Jeff London (604) 988-1831 or
jeff@roverlanders.bc.ca

Largest gathering of British vehicles in Western Canada. Lets
see a show of 50+ Land Rovers there for the 50th Anniversary
of Land Rover. Details available online through our website.

Land Rovers 50th Birthday Party
Saturday April 4 - Sunday April 5, 1998 - 10:00AM
Wilderness weekend!
(for details see page 9)

Contact: Western Driver, Phone: (604) 736-6755.
NorthWest Challenge 1998
October, 17-18th 1998
Mission, BC

Making A First Aid Kit
Wednesday April 22, 1998 - 7:00PM
Bonsor Recreation Complex (behind Metrotown), Burnaby

The annual top off-road event hosted by BC this year. The
Canadian South West welcomes the American North West.

Learn what you need to put in a first aid kit to carry in your
Land Rover. Instructed by Dr. Stephen Barron.

For details contact John Parsons (604) 534-8940 or email
johnpar@cirgraph.com

Attendees must contact: Jeff London (604) 988-1831 or
jeff@roverlanders.bc.ca
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Internet Now

Planning Meeting Report
Jeff London

Don MacDonald

Rover-Landers met last November 19th at the Bonsor
Recreation Centre in Burnaby to plan events for 1998. Attending were: Don MacDonald, Tom Hinkle, John Davies, Jeff
London, Brodie Pederson, Chris Youngson, Harold Huggins,
Aidan Gordon, Peter Ryce, Phil Armstrong, John Parsons, Karl
Nylund, Andre Maier, Peter Haermeyer, Jason Chew, Adam
Tayler, Larry Scott, Bill Lang, and Karen Vannierop. President
Don MacDonald chaired the meeting. VP John Davies and
Secretary Jeff London helped pose and answer questions.

The Rover-Landers of BC now have their own internet
website provided for free by Imaginative Computer Solutions.
The new address is <www.roverlanders.bc.ca>. I maintain the
site and your comments are always welcome.
The Land Rover Company now has an International
Website with links to the well known US & Canada site, a
South Africa site, an Australia site and an International site. All
these sites can be linked through <www.landrover.com>.
I got an E-mail over the Christmas Holidays from a guy
in Australia who has a great website. Micheal has owned 19
Land Rovers so far, since 1970. He has some good tips and
generalizations for buying and the maintenance of many different types of Land Rovers. The information is based on whats
available in Australia but its still very comparable to Canada.
Website address: <http://users.netconnect.com.au/~mleys/>.
The BC Landrover E-mail List has over 45 subscribers. There are persons in Greater Vancouver, Victoria,
Okanagan, Calgary, Kamloops, Comox, and the USA. To join
the E-mail List, send a message to me <don@direct.ca>.♦

Discussion:
- The Founders Day cancellation was reviewed, some suggestions on the improvement of membership notification were
put forth. These included cancellation signs posted on-site, better use of the phone list, and construction of a phone out committee.
- Phone book approved for early 98 as a members only privilege.
- Volunteers for the phone committee taken: Peter Ryce- North
Van, Adam Tayler-Langley, Aidan Gordon- Vancouver, Larry
Scott-area unknown
- A new date is still to be decided for the 97 Founders Day
Event.
- Carl Nyland is planning the February Snowflake chase
- John Davies wants to encourage 50 Land Rovers to be at the
VanDusen Gardens All British Field Meet this upcoming May
16th.
- Pub Nights will no longer exist. A social night or banquet will
be held instead.
- Sponsorship from bottled water companies suggested.
- The need for responsible driving was stressed by Harold
Huggings.
- Andre Maire suggested that the club register as a legal nonprofit group under the BC Societies Act to facilitate liability
insurance and fund raising.
- Next planning meeting: Fall of 98, exact date to be determined.♦

TEST your
4x4
Driving Skills
and get...

Join Canadas premiere 4x4 adventure
company on an all inclusive six day
wilderness expedition thru B.C.s scenic
Coast Mountains. Travel aboard classic 109
Land Rovers, dating from 1961 to 1991.
95% off road. Key to the experience is the
option to drive. Visit historic sites. Swim in
lakes. Fishing. Alpine hiking. Wildlife.
Campfire cuisine. All gear provided.
Qualified guides. Six dates June to
September 1998. Also offering 4x4
Adventure Fishing Tours daily from
Whistler Resort. Its all in the name!
FOR DETAILS/BROCHURE CONTACT:
Off The Beaten Track Wilderness Expeditions Ltd.
Box 1085, Whistler, BC, Canada V0N 1B0
Tel: 604-938-9282 • Fax: 604-938-9280
Email:info@otbt.bc.ca • www.otbt.bc.ca
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Profile: Phil Carter

noe, that had a section could be extended out the rear as a
frame for a tarp. With winch, bush bar, CB radio, critical spare
parts, tool kit, 5 pound hammer and a small Swede saw, the
109 was a self-sufficient bush truck. Every fall it got Phil to a
moose. The rest of the year he drove it everywhere, including
a Vancouver-Inuvik round trip (see Carters Arctic Journey,
The Rover-Lander, #15, Spring 1989).
Enjoying life in a Land Rover wasnt enough for Phil. He
began collecting names and keeping contact with other Land
Rover enthusiasts. In 1984 they became the first members of
the Rover-Landers of BC.
Phil continues to be a source of helpful, experienced information about Land Rovers, bushcraft (see Pemmican, The
Rover-Lander, Vol. 2 #2, Fall1997) and moose.♦

Tom Hinkle

Moose! It was a moose that led Phil Carter to his long
affair with Land Rovers. Phils brother used a Land Rover for
hunting moose.
It was easy to get through the bush with because it was
narrow and had great traction Phil recalled. He needed a
vehicle with such capabilities and bought a 1956 Series I 107.
This was followed by a 1968 Series IIA 88. But a 1968
Series IIA 109 5-door station wagon with a 6 cylinder AMC
engine and Salisbury rear end proved to be the best
moosemobile. With the rear seats removed, a bed shelf was
placed along the right wheelwell. The rear door interior was
fitted with a fold-down table. A roof rack, built to hold a ca-

Phil Carter and the IIA 109 Moosemobile in 1988.

Date and place of birth: October 13, 1918 in England. (Arrived in Canada 1926.)
Earliest Land Rover memory: My brothers Land Rover.
First Land Rover: A 1956 Series I 107
Most vivid Land Rover memory: En route from Dog Creek to the Big Bar ferry across the Fraser River north of Clinton, in a
bitterly cold November, the 107 slid on ice and tipped over on its side. Someone came along and helped get the Land Rover
upright. I put in a litre of oil and drove home. The windshield was smashed in the roll-over and that was one cold drive.
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The BCAA Land Rovers

Former driver Jim Conner remembers his BCAA days,
Once
I hit a patch of ice, spun around in the street and slammed
Tom Hinkle
into the curb. The Land Rover went about two feet in the air
If your Vancouver transit bus got stuck in the snow storms and still landed up right. With the aluminum body theyre botin the winter of 1968-1969 chances are Ken Gold pushed you tom heavy. I dont think you could turn em over. When
BCAA phased out the vehicles, Jim bought one from the Assofree with his BCAA emergency road service Land Rover.
I pushed buses and tankers through foot and a half deep ciation.
Frank Hicks, another BCAA driver, says They were
snow along Hastings Street, recalled Gold. For all-purpose
service calls Land Rovers were ideal, the damn things would beautiful, a honey of a vehicle. When the weather turned bad
go anywhere. Nothing could stop em, theyre so low geared. you couldnt ask for a better emergency road vehicle. Just
When BC motorists needing roadside assistance in the chain up to a telephone pole and jerk anything out. Once four
late 60s and early 70s called on the British Columbia Auto- of them got stuck in Stanley Park but that was a driver probmobile Association, the BCAA called on Land Rover to do the lem, nothing to do with the Land Rovers.
B C A A
job.
dropped
Land
The BCAA
Rover in 1972 when
maintained a fleet of
the company was
20 Land Rovers for
having trouble with
road service calls
its distribution sysfrom 1965 until
tem in Canada and
1972. All were Sethe US. The official
ries IIA, 4 cylinder
reason for the
88 models except
phase-out was high
for a 6 cylinder 109
maintenance costs.
driven by the manSome oldager. Each driver
timer drivers felt
took his vehicle
there was more to it
home after work inthan that. One says
stead of parking it at
the BCAA caught
a depot. Drivers
flack from outfits that
were responsible for
didnt get the maingeneral upkeep of
tenance contract, it
the trucks. The
all went to one comClarke-Simpkins
pany. Another
Ltd. Land Rover
pointed out that the
dealership did major
BCAA driver Ken Gold and his emergency road service Series IIA in the late 1960s.
decision came about
maintenance, such
the time the head of Clarke-Simpkins also became the director
as brake and clutch work.
The 88s were hardtops with a white plain roof and slid- of the BCAA. When Clarke-Simpkins dropped Land Rover
ing glass window sides. Bodies were painted Limestone. The in favour of Toyota, the BCAA Land Rovers became history.
Thinking of the times that he and his BCAA Land Rover
doors had BCAA and CAA emblems. A sign across the front
of the roof said ROAD SERVICE and also sported a CAA rescued stranded drivers Frank Hicks says, If Id been runlogo. An amber light beacon sat on the centre rib of the roof. ning things wed still have em.
A remnant of the BCAA Land Rover fleet is the photoAmber hazard lights were fixed to the rear and in the convenient mirror arm holes on the front fenders. Large rectangular graph of Ken Gold in brown uniform and bowtie, resting his
door mirrors were mounted for maximum rear viewing. Warn elbow on the fender of his road service Land Rover in the
electric winch with 120 feet of cable replaced the front apron. late 1960s. The picture hangs in the office of the BCAA MoThe front bumper was a massive rubber-cushioned steel affair toring Service Administration in Burnaby. Other remnants, like
with a centre hole for the winch cable fairlead and wands on the Jim Conners ex-BCAA Land Rover, are still on the road.
(This article is a rewrite of Workhorse Of The World,
ends so the driver could judge the distance to the vehicle to be
The Rover-Lander, #4, June 1985.)♦
pushed.
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Land Rover of Richmonds first Wheels Event, October 1997
Buyers of new Land Rovers from Land Rover of Richmond enjoyed a free off-road event sponsored by the company to try
out their vehicles north of Squamish. Rover-Landers Don MacDonald and Jeff London, in Dons Series IIA, guided 18 Discoverys
and Range Rovers to Brohm Ridge. The popular part of the experience for most was using low range in the mud.
Future Wheels events will include light, medium and heavy off-roading.♦
PARTS AND SERVICE
COMPLETE RESTORATIONS
REBUILT ENGINES & GEARBOXES
ACCESSORIES

Restoration Specialist for all British Vehicles since 1982.
Ph: (250) 494-0646

Fax: (250) 494-0662

Site 72, R.R. #2, Box 8, Summerland, B.C. V0H 1Z0
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Hut Lake Run
Don MacDonald

On an overcast November day, eight Land Rovers turned
off the Sea to Sky Highway north of Squamish, crossed the
Cheakamus River toward the small lakes in the area. The
youngest truck was Phil Armstrongs 90. Series IIIs included
Howie Wongs Lightweight and Paul Walshs 109. The rest
were Series IIA 88 models except for Karl Nylunds 109
pickup.
We got to the turnoff for Evans Lake and lowered the
pressure in our tires and locked up the hubs. We continued up
the road to Hut Lake.
At one point there was a particularly rough section where
everyone had to carefully consider their route. It was a rock
face with a cliff on one side and trees on the other. Some chose
to go towards the cliff where it was easier to climb without
differential lockers and some drove right up the steep rock.
Diff lockers and/or a diesel engine would help here.
We banged and crashed our way up to Hut Lake. Had a
little break then decided to continue on to Upper Hut Lake
through a very tough section where winching and lockers would
likely be necessary.
When we reached this rough section most were pretty
impressed with the challenges already passed. We walked up
the rough section and looked at it and moved a few rocks around.
It was pretty obvious that either a winch or lockers were required here.
I gave it my best with neither of the above and failed.
Karl in his 109 with lockers crawled up both stages without
difficulty. Marti followed needing
winching at both stages. Phil in his 90
without lockers crawled up the first
stage and only needed his winch for
the top of the second bit because a
positioned rock slipped out of place.
Gordan Rea was next in line and after struggling up the first bit with a
winch we discovered a broken half
shaft. Paul, Howie and I left at this
point.
For the people who stayed the
camping at Upper Hut Lake was apparently very muddy and they were
arriving as it was getting dark.
Next time I go to Hut Lake I
plan to be prepared to make it all the
way to Upper Hut Lake.♦

John Parsons SIIA 88 Diesel

Don MacDonalds SIIA 88

Karl Nylunds SIIA 109 Pickup
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Land Rovers 50th Birthday Party
Wilderness weekend

Saturday April 4 - Sunday April 5, 1998 - 10:00AM
CAMPSITES

Celebrate Land Rovers 50th birthday using your Land
Rover. The two day Rover-Lander Event has free overnight camping, various off-road runs and Land Rover games
with prizes, Bring your Camping Gear & BBQ.
Fishing and Hiking accessable.

Sasquatch
Inn

HARRISON
MILLS

Activities will begin at 11:00AM on Saturday
DEROCHE

Chehalis River Forest Service Campsite. Six kilometers
East of Sasquatch Inn along Morris Valley Road. Number
7 highway west of Harrison Mills in the Fraser Valley.

DEWDNEY
CHILLIWACK

Contact: Don MacDonald - Tel: (604) 988-7031 - Fax: (604) 988-7031 - don@direct.ca

Complete Land Rover Service
Land Rover Parts New & Used
Mechanical Service All Makes
RON TROCHE
6701 KINGSWAY
BURNABY, BC V5E 1E4

Phone 604-524-3413
Fax 604-524-9312

Quick Tip
Is that morning mist on the inside of your truck putting

ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE PAINT & CORROSION REMOVAL
PROVIDING • Walnut Shell Blasting • Glass Bead Blasting • Powder Coating
FOR • Automotive • Aviation • Industrial Equipment • Motorcycles
• Bicycles • Marine • Furniture • Hardware • Etc.

your head in a fog? Well, try using Windex Anti-Fog window
cleaner. With repeated uses it helps reduce the condensation

One-day turnaround on most items. Pick-up and delivery available. Advice happily offered

on the interior window surfaces. It also keeps them clean. I

Phone: 270-7665 Fax: 270-8595
115-116, 11031 BRIDGEPORT ROAD, RICHMOND, BC V6X 3A2

keep a small bottle behind my seat and use it every couple of

Please call to discuss any of your stripping needs.
DOING BUSINESS AS O.S. AIRSTRIP

days.♦ - Jeff London
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ment light sockets, and rubber socket seals cost $200.00.
Other purchases: electrical tape (the expensive type
works best); contact cement (to protect connections); insulated
cable straps (to secure the harness to the firewall, frame, and
wings); 2 kinds of cable ties (regular and with screw hole); and
rubber boots for the starter and solenoid terminals.
I then installed a windshield washing pump, backup/work
light, radio and interior fan. Next I will put in an electronic
ignition, rear window wiper and defog fan, accessory plug and
under bonnet work light.
Future articles will cover detailed planning and setup of
the front and rear lights, ignition, and accessory harnesses.
Happy wiring!♦

Wiring Your Rover from Scratch
John Matechuk
All of us have cursed Lucas for the barely adequate
design of the Land Rover electrical system. When I acquired
my IIA 88 I decided that I would update the technology with
a system that would allow the truck to run well even if I shorted
a few fuses. It still had the original 25 amp-fuse system (3
fuses) and a Delco alternator installed by the previous owner. I
started the project with absolutely no knowledge of automotive
electrics. The truck has run well for just over a year with only a
few inconvenient problems Ill discuss in later articles.
Building the Harness

You Need:
-Automotive Electrical Handbook by Jim Horner. $22.95
Basic electrical theory (I found it confusing), troubleshooting and how to build and connect a harness (easy).
-Land Rover Workshop Manual.
Land Rover electrical system.
-Circuit tester.
Lights up when it touches power.
-Voltmeter.
Handheld.

Plan the harness building to incorporate a draft list of
what you want the electrics to do. I cannot stress the plan enough.
It will save you lots of headaches over the course of the job. If
you intend to keep the vehicle original then buy an aftermarket
Land Rover harness. Your suffering will be less. My plan is
based on the pre-Rabbit Volkswagen because the harness design is straightforward and the manual in the library has a detailed wiring diagram IN COLOUR.
I stripped an old Volkswagen van of its wiring, fuse box,
dimmer, stereo, horns, signal and wiper relays; and removed
the dimmer switch, turn signal and wiper indicator from the steering column. The indicator looks close to stock and can be
bolted to the Land Rover steering column.
After stripping the van the salvageable wires amounted
to 2/3s of the bits needed to do the job. I bought several rolls
of different-coloured 10, 12 and 14 gauge wire to add to the
VW wiring; along with shrink tubing, connectors, fuse boxes
and plastic loom wrap; for $80.00.
New headlight buckets, glass light lenses, double fila-

Suppliers:
-Wilkinsonss Automobilia, Vancouver.
Tel: (604) 873-6242.
-Craigs Automotive, Port Coquitlam.
Tel: (604) 464-1380.
Internet address: <http://www.craigsauto.com>.
Note: I receive no kickbacks from suppliers, but endorse
them because I received nothing but professional, courteous
service and advice. J.M.

Land Rover Parts

ROVER

New and used all models
bought, sold, traded.
Restoration and expedition consulting.

RESTORATIONS
SPECIALIZING IN SERIES-1 LAND ROVERS, 1947-1958

Parts • Service • Restoration of all other makes and models
Will pick up all kinds of wrecks

Andre Maier

Telephone (250) 547-6179 Ask for Q
RR 1, S-0, C-9, 69 Westwood Road, Lumby, BC V0E 2G0

Phone/fax: (604) 951-3214
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VanDusen All British Field Meet 1997
John Davies

Daylight was finally showing in the east. The sun was
rising and it was going to be a hot sunny day. Not like last year
when it started with rain and continued throughout the day. It
had been an all night session, not what I had in mind when I
started prepping my Series II Safari. How many days ago?
One last mud flap to go. Why is the right more difficult than the
left? Is all this worth it?
I drew second in my class before without this much effort. Too late, almost finished, one last go around. Wash down,
rinse, air dry. At speed I rush home to get cleaned up and
changed. Lots of strong coffee. Wheres my safari hat? Out
the door. Wow! Does that vehicle look good! Yes, it was
worth it. Hit Maxs on Oak for some pastries. Hey mister, is
that one of them Hummers? With British flags on it? I answer, Who cares. On up Oak Street to 37th. Look at all the
British Iron. Youre damn right Im registered. Good looking
blond in the Sunbeam next door. Maybe later.
Land Rovers up to the back of the park and to the right.
Tough competition, way better than last year. Everyones as
crazy as me for all the work theyve put into their vehicles. The
individual pride shows. Were there any two Land Rovers ever
made alike? No. Maintained alike? Definitely Not. The day
continued on with a sharing of ideas, experiences, plans,
dreams, food, drink. Being involved as a group to share our
feelings on Land Rover with all who passed by. The day flew
by regrettably fast. How do you recapture it? Come back
next year for the 50th anniversary of Land Rover. We can only
make it better. Maybe well even get 50 Land Rovers there.♦

922-6010

552 16 St. West Vancouver

Border To Border - Canada To Mexico
A trans-America trek of 20 well-equipped Land Rovers will
travel mostly off-road from Canada to Mexico in April 1998.
Nearly half of the vehicles will be from Canada. This continental celebration of Land Rovers 50th anniversary is sure to produce great adventure stories. The Rover-Lander expects to
provide a full report.♦

Technical Tip
Don MacDonald

Is your Weber carburator causing your engine to run
with a rough idle or just keeps stalling? Your carbs idle jet
has probably got a fine chunk of dirt, mud or medal stuck in
it. Cleaning this jet requires a few minutes with one flat head
screw driver and a clean rag. The Idle Jet can be found on
the outside of the carburator facing the rocker cover. Remove this jet and dont drop it. Inspect the jet for any dirt or
fragments which may be blocking the end hole or the holes on
the side. Give the jet a good wiping with your rag. I find that
a good blow with compressed air usually take cares of
anything inside. Replace the jet until snug and fire up your
engine and see if you have an idle. If you still are having
troubles a general tune-up may help.♦

John Parsons SIIA 88 - A Border To Border participant
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Readers Rides

ABC ALL BRITISH
CARS

Sean Keatings 1996 Discovery SE

Sean Keatings Land Rover is a 1996 Discovery SE 5
seater, and is equipped with a nudge bar. Sean is no stranger to
Land Rover. When asked, he seemed to recall that this was his
14th or 15th truck, starting with a 1965 109 Diesel.
Send us a picture of your Land Rover and a short description for Readers Rides in future issues of this newsletter.♦

SPAX & KONI SHOCKS
Ruth Burgess
#401 - 3835 East 1st Avenue, Burnaby, B.C., V5C 3V6
Tel. (604) 294-5747 - Fax. (604) 294-5720

The Right Light

UK Trek & Traction Parts Ltd.

Jeff London

Genuine Rover Parts
For Series I, II, III Land-Rovers
What you need, When you need it.

From dusk to dawn these headlights have shone! In this
time of seemingly eternal dusk, replacing or converting the outdated Lucas headlights is almost a must. Last winter after relying more on my running lights than my headlights to find my

Aart van der star: Phone: (604) 888-2813
Fax: (604) 888-8889

way, I decided that it was time to explore another option. The
Bosch headlamp conversion kit was my solution. The kit is not
a sealed beam, it comes with a new lens and bulb, which together replace the sealed beam unit. It costs about $130, and
is available at your local Lordco, CAP, or Auto Marine Electric
store. The installation takes under an hour and involves disassembly of the old lamps and fitting the new ones, and possibly

REMANUFACTURES OF EXCHANGE
STARTERS • ALTERNATORS • GENERATORS • REGULATORS

attaching new electrical connectors for the halogen bulbs. It is a

OVER 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
100% CANADIAN OWNED AND OPERATED

We service what we sell
11655 Eburne Way, Mitchell Is., Richmond B.C. V6V 2M1
SHOP
FAX
(604) 327-9028
(604) 324-6363

great Saturday afternoon project and will vastly improve your
night vision.♦
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Andres Corner

the door frames.
The firewall is prone to corrosion in the footwells and
door posts. In the case of Series truck firewalls, rot around the
vent flap and below the windscreen was common as well.
Replacement parts or sections can be acquired or made,
but it is senseless to use galvanized steel or thicker gauge steel
for repair. Mig or Tig welding is best because it gives the least
amount of heat distortion to metal as thin as this.
The paint and finish should be an epoxy urethane type
paint. Again, aircraft spec. A good sealer must be used. If
there is any bondo in the body then the maximum thickness
should be 1/16. White lightening or any aluminum spec. bondo
will do. If the Land Rover looks very straight then chances are
it has bondo in it. Pick and File (a technique for shaping metal)
is very time consuming and expensive.
When cheap bolts are used they usually rust under the
paint where they are attached and will leave rust streaks in the
paint, especially when cheap paint is used. 99% of the time the
original paint does not have to be removed before painting: only
if it is peeling. The original factory paint has excellent adhesion
to the aluminum and will usually wear out before falling off.
Epoxy urethane paints are like this. Again aircraft standards.
Aluminum dents easily. The number of Land Rovers in
BC still originally and perfectly straight can probably be counted
on one hand. Check behind all the panels and fenders to see
where the dents were. Replacement panels are available but
there is a quality difference in thickness, grade of metal and
shape of contours. Cheaper panels are softer, easier to dent
and dont conform properly.
Overloading the roof and severe usage can cause leaky
roofs. Check around the troughs for loose rivets and the ribs
for unattached spot welds.
A bible can be written about the body but I think you can
get the idea.♦

What is a Rebuild?
Andre Maier

The Body and Body Work
The rules of dissimilar metal reaction apply to the
aluminum body the same as they do to the steel frame. Early
Series III Land Rovers are a good example of this. In order to
meet the safety standards in North America, (more like political standards because Jeep cried loss of sales) Land Rover
was forced to have extra brackets attached to the box under
the wheel wells. This was a cheap, quick way out when all that
was done was to rivet a steel bracket directly to the rear box.
Steel on aluminum spells corrosion. Thats why you see the
holes that corroded through.
Earlier Land Rovers had better quality in the bodywork
compared to the late Series IIIs. The aluminum is anodized
and the rivets are solid. The bodywork was manufactured to
aircraft standards. Early Land Rovers used aluminum because
there was a lot available in England after the war. Later, the
aluminum came from Canada. Solid rivets were used because
they are stronger but required more time to install.
Once Land Rover got hit by the budget restraints from
British Leyland, they cheaped out. Pop rivets, non-anodized
aluminum and thinner gauges of steel were used all in the name
of profits and good business.
Defenders are even cheaper in the sense that the trim is
just painted and not even galvanized anymore. Galvanized
Landy trim is processed so that it does not react with the
aluminum. Most local galvanizing companies cannot properly
duplicate the same as the original.
Any cracks in the bodywork aluminum should be welded
to regain strength, but this is a specialty welding and a proper
job cannot be done by most regular welders. Most cracks are
caused by work-hardening. Some are caused by long term
usage and stress. If there are cracks in the corners of the rear
sliding window sides then this is an indication of overloading the
roof with weight or that the vehicle has had severe off-road
usage over a long time.
Rot in the steel door frames is caused by blocked drainage holes due to lack of cleaning out. The original door upholstery had a matting behind it that retained moisture like a wick.
If it wasnt removed and dried out then this accelerated rot in

Phone: (604) 325-3275
Fax: (604) 325-5623

11880 MITCHELL ROAD
MITCHELL ISLAND, RICHMOND, B.C. V6V 1T7
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BUY and SELL

Rear Step
Rectangular shape, unused. $120 or trade for new D-shaped
step. Call Tom (604) 738-0118

For Sale

Safari Top with Sides
For a Series IIA 88. Top: tatty; Sliding glass sides: straight.
$150 obo. Call Daoud (604) 266-0018

1994 Defender 90s
Two to choose from. White or Red, low kilometres, plus balance of factory warranty. Priced at $45,000 each.
Call Land Rover of Richmond (604) 273-6068

Land Rover Parts
4 - 16 rims, sandblasted. $150
Working Overdrive. $650
Genuine canvas top for 107 Pick-up. $600
Call Andre (604) 951-3214

1988 Range Rover 4 Door
U.S. Model 3.5 V8 Alaskan Blue, Auto. Leather upholstery,
Michelins, Sunroof. All luxury options. Excellent condition.
61,000miles. $17,000
Call Ray (604) 921-7277

Wanted
New Rover-Lander Members
We need your help recruiting Land Rover enthusiasts from all
over the Province into the Rover-Landers of BC.
Call Jeff (604) 987-1831 - jeff@roverlanders.bc.ca

1981 Land Rover, Stage 1 Series III 109"
V8 3.5 Liter, Right Hand Drive
This Rare vehicle has 100k miles. It runs well, has Air Care,
new tires and a roof rack. Body, frame and upholstery in
excellent condition. Spare engine and gearbox included.
$13,500
Call Peter (604) 298-3903 or 421-3951

Event Organizers
Local area members to organize Rover-Lander events outside
the Lower Mainland.
Call Don (604) 988-7031 - don@roverlanders.bc.ca

1972 Military Lightweight
Rebuilt engine and gearbox, new brake linings, new master and
wheel cylinder kits, springs re-arced with new leaf, new spring
hangers, bushings and bolts, Weber carburettor, new distributor, Kodiak heater, hardtop with new front headliner, electric
fan, 12V ignition, 235/85R Tires on LWB 16 rims, wheel arch
extensions, new muffler, fitted for trailer, A-frame towbar, free
wheel hubs. $9500 Optional one ton trailer. $500
Call Richard (250) 752-0864 (Naniamo)

1990s Range Rover Parts
Front and rear axles LHD complete, power steering box LHD.
Call Don (604) 988-7031 - don@direct.ca
Series I Hoop Sets
For SI 80 and 86. With or without tilt?
Call John (604) 324-2734
Buy and Sell adds are free for club members. Non-members will be charged $5 for each ad within 20 words and $5
for pictures. Deadline for next issue is March 31, 1998.

PROTECK INDUSTRIES
Whistlers First & Finest
Complete Machine & Welding Shop
Custom Steel Fabricating & Frame Work
(604) 932-6848
Fax: (604) 932-3325
1337 Alpha Lake Road, Whistler, V0N 1B1

1972 Military Lightweight For Sale (see above).
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WISE OWL INNOVATION INC.
CANADAS LEADING SUPPLIER OF PARTS FOR OLDER LAND ROVERS

SPRING PARTS SPECIALS IIA and III
Water Pumps IIA/III
IIA Heater Duct / foot
Rocker Gaskets
Universal Joints
Tie Rod Ends
Radiator Muffs
Mintex Brake Shoes 88
Mudflaps Plain
Road Springs 88 (4)
Chain Hoist
Brake Drum 88
Overdrives (3)

$99.99
$8.00
$2.00
$15.00
$23.00
$99.00
$69.00
$45.00
$698.00
$99.00
$80.00
$1050.00

Offset 16" Rims
Manifold Gaskets
B$B Clutch complete
Rechromed Swivel
Khaki Hood + Hoops
Exhaust Manifolds
Mintex Brake Shoes 109
Mudflaps Genuine
Radiator New
All wheel cylinders
Brake Drum 109

$99.00
$2.00
$265.00
$125.00
$950.00
$99.00
$89.00
$109.00
$299.00
$55.00ea
$85.00

PRICES GOOD UNTIL MARCH 31 1998 WHILE STOCK LASTS.

CALL 921 7277 FAX 921 7290 Email wiseowl@direct.ca

Rover-Landers T-Shirt Design Contest
Front

Back

Send us a black and white line drawing on an 8.5 x 11 piece of paper.
These quality T-Shirts will cost about $25/each and will have the Rover-Lander logo on the front and the winning
design on the back. Winner receives a free T-Shirt. Deadline March 31, 1998.
Send your design to: The Rover-Landers of BC, PO Box 37102, North Vancouver, BC, V7N 4M0
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